Abstract. The system of nonlinear partial differential equations governing the transient motion of a cable immersed in a fluid is solved by finite difference methods. This problem may be considered a generalization of the classical vibrating string problem in the following respects: a) the motion is two dimensional, b) large displacements are permitted, c) forces due to the weight of the cable, buoyancy, drag and virtual inertia of the medium are included, and d) the properties of the cable need not be uniform. The numerical solution of this system of equations presents a number of interesting mathematical problems related to: a) the nonlinear nature of the equations, b) the determination of a stable numerical procedure, and c) the determination of an effective computational method. The solution of this problem is of practical significance in the calculation of the transient forces acting on mooring and towing lines which are subjected to arbitrarily prescribed motions.
1.
Introduction. This problem arose as a result of an urgent requirement by the Navy in connection with a series of nuclear explosion tests which were conducted in the Pacific. In preparation for these tests a number of ships were instrumented and moored at specified locations from the explosion point. These positions had to be maintained intact during the period preceding the explosion. However, the bobbing up and down of the ships due to ocean waves could excite transient forces in the mooring lines sufficient to break them and thus result in the loss of information from the tests. Several months prior to these tests a request was made to the Applied Mathematics Laboratory to calculate the magnitude of the forces acting on the mooring lines for waves of varying amplitude and frequency. The two factors which made a theoretical solution feasible at this time, whereas it would not have been possible several years ago, were: a) the availability of a high-speed computer and b) the recent progress made in the understanding and development of numerical methods for the solution of systems of partial differential equations by finite-difference methods.
Although this problem was solved to satisfy a specific request, it is more useful to regard it as the general problem of the two-dimensional motion of a cable or rope immersed in a fluid, and it becomes immediately apparent that its solution U applicable to a wide class of engineering problems involving the motion of cables, such as: a) the laying of submarine telegraph cables, b) the towing of a ship or other object in water, or c) the snapping of power lines as a result of transient forces caused by storms. The problem may be stated abstractly as follows: Given the initial conditions (i.e., position and velocity at any time, i0) and boundary conditions (positions of end points at all times) of a cable immersed in a fluid, determine its subsequent motions. The motions are assumed to take place in two dimensions.
Forces that are assumed acting on the cable are: a) forced motion of the extremities of the cable, b) damping or drag as it moves through the fluid, c) inertial reaction of the surrounding fluid, d) weight of the cable, and e) buoyancy. Variations in the mass as well as other physical properties of the cable along its length are allowed. However, in the present solution it is assumed that the cable is inextensible. The displacements may be large and the motions rapid, provided that all significant components of the driving motion he in a frequency range well below the lowest natural frequency of the line for elastic (longitudinal) vibrations. In other words, the cable must be sufficiently short (or the velocity of propagation of elastic waves sufficiently great) that the line may be considered to be in equilibrium as far as longitudinal waves are concerned. In subsequent work the authors have carried out solutions for cables with elastic properties.
2. Derivation of Equations of Motion. The problem under consideration is a generalization of the classical problem of the motion of a vibrating string. We wish to deduce the approximate motion of a flexible steel cable without becoming involved in the explicit computation of the elastic forces which act on the cable. However, the formulation of the problem will be more general in several respects, namely : a) Longitudinal as well as transverse motions of the line must be taken into consideration.
b) The occurrence of large displacements from the equilibrium configuration of the line must be permitted.
c) The extremities of the cable may be at different levels with the cable sagging between the positions of support. This requires that the weight of the line be taken into account. Thus, even when the line is in stat'<? equilibrium, the tension wül not be uniform nor will the line be straight. d) Since the cable is submerged, the static forces must include the buoyancy of the medium, and the dynamic forces must allow for the virtual inertia of the medium. Furthermore, it is necessary to make provision for damping forces due to the drag on the line whenever transverse motion is occurring. e) Finally, it is desired to suspend concentrated loads at one or more points along the line and to change the diameter and linear density of the cable at specified points.
The best approach to the solution of a problem with such general specifications appears to be a numerical method based on finite-difference approximations. Inasmuch as we are committing ourselves to the eventual use of differences in both the time and space dimensions, it will be simpler to introduce the spacewise discreteness into the original formulation of the problem. We therefore proceed at once to the derivation of the equations of motion of a simplified model in which the distributed mass of the cable has been replaced by a series of discrete masses m¡ attached to a weightless, inextensible line. This leads to a system of ordinary differential equations. It may be shown that, in the limit, the resulting equations pass over into the corresponding Dartial differential equations for the motion of a submerged cable. Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of the system with the cable attached to a float at the surface and anchored to the bottom. Also, a heavy load is suspended from a point near one end of the cable. Other boundary conditions are possible, but the equations of motion will be the same in any case. The horizontal and vertical coordinates of a point on the fine are called x and y, respectively, and the angle between the horizontal and the tangent to the line is designated by 6. Figure 2 illustrates the corresponding discrete model for which the equations will actually be derived. The Une is divided into segments in such a way that there will always be an integral number of them between any points where an abrupt change in some parameter occurs. The junctions between the segments are numbered according to the subscript index j, which runs from 0 at the anchor to s at the surface. Before we can properly invoke Newton's law of motion, it is necessary to consider the inertial properties of the fluid in which the cable is immersed. We shall assume that the kinetic energy imparted to the surrounding medium is independent of the component of velocity parallel to the line, whereas it varies as the square of the component of velocity at right angles to the line. Thus, when an element of the cable is accelerated longitudinally, no hydrodynamic reaction occurs, but when the cable is accelerated transversely, it behaves as though it possessed additional inertia. For convenience in formulating the equations of motion in Cartesian coordinates, the transverse component of acceleration, namely, -x sin d + y cos 0, can be further resolved into horizontal and vertical components (to which the corresponding components of the accompanying inertial reaction will be proportional). That is, Horizontal component = x sin2 9 -y sin 0 cos 6 Vertical component = y cos2 6 -x sin 0 cos 6
Thus, each component of the hydrodynamic reaction depends on both components of acceleration. In general, the reaction force is not parallel to the acceleration vector (except when the tangential component is zero), so that it is necessary to regard the inertial parameters of the system as tensors rather than simple scalars. The differential equations governing the motion of the jth. station on the line (see Fig. 2 Each lumped mass, my, has been expressed as the average mass of the two segments of cable which lie on either side of station j. Also, one-half the equivalent transverse mass, e¡, of the fluid entrained with each of these segments has been included in the inertia tensor. Furthermore, at those stations from which a weight is suspended, the effective horizontal and vertical masses, myX and m,r, of the weight are to be added. For simplicity in allowing for virtual inertia, we have assumed that any such weights possess a certain degree of symmetry and remain upright as the line moves about. There are two sources of external force, namely: 1) gravity, which gives rise to the weight minus the buoyancy and acts only in the vertical, and 2) fluid resistance, which gives rise to the damping forces. Thus, we write Again, in order to get the best approximation to the continuous case, the net effect of the drag at station j has been expressed as one-half of each component of the drag on the segments which lie on either side of this station. The buoyant force of the displaced fluid has been treated likewise.
We have assumed that the drag, Z)y+j , on a segment of the line acts in a direction at right angles to the line. This is a good approximation whenever the velocity is high enough to produce significant forces, since at all but the lowest Reynolds numbers the tangential component of the hydrodynamic force is very small compared to the normal component. Furthermore, we assume that the drag is proportional to the square of the component of relative velocity normal to the line:
The positive normal to the fine has been arbitrarily taken to be directed upward when 6 equals zero. The use of the minus sign and the introduction of the absolute value of one of the velocity factors ensures that the drag will always be opposed to the direction of gy+j and thus act as a dissipative force to remove energy from the system. Since the velocities of the two endpoints of each segment will, in general, differ slightly, their mean value (which for a straight line segment is exactly equal to the velocity of the midpoint) is taken as a representative value in the definition of qj+\. In addition, the definition allows for the presence of a uniform horizontal current, c, to incorporate the ability to treat towing fines as well as mooring lines (or mooring lines subjected to ocean currents). In addition to the drag on the line itself, there will also be resistance to the motion of any concentrated loads which may be suspended from the line. These additional damping forces will vary with the velocity but will not, in general, be directed exactly opposite to the motion of each weight. However, on account of the assumed orientation and symmetry of any such weights, the resistance force will be parallel to the velocity vector whenever the relative motion is either purely horizontal or purely vertical. Accordingly, the two components of resistance may be written Up to this point an explicit formula has been given for the evaluation of every term in the equations of motion (2.2) with the exception of the tensions. To determine these we must invoke the inextensibility condition which was assumed at the outset. This takes the form of a constraint on the motion of the line. It requires that the separation between adjacent stations must not change with time. Thus, we -write ' (2.6) ixj -Xj-i)2 + iijj -t/y_t)2 m Zy_} = const.
This holds for each segment of the line, and we require that the corresponding set of tensions, T¡-¡ , take on values such that the resulting solution of the equations of motion will be consistent with eq. (2.6). Because of the implicit nature of this condition, we are led to a system of algebraic equations for the determination of the proper tensions. At the extremities of the line {j = 0 andj =s s) x¡ and y¡ must be obtained from the boundary conditions, namely:
These are given as functions of time, and permit the introduction of any desired types of driving motions. Finally, to complete the formulation of the problem a set of initial conditions must be given for each station on the line. Since the equations of motion are of the second order, it is necessary to specify both the coordinates and the velocities at t = 0. That is,
where the superscript index "0" is used to designate a value at the origin in time. The differentiated (with respect to time) forms of this relation,
Solution of Equations by
(Xy -Xy_i) (Xy -Xy_i) + (*/y -Z/y-i) (¿fy -jfy-i)
are also used in the computation. For numerical solution by finite-difference methods the following finite-difference equivalents are used,
x;+1-2xy" + xr ,1n_yri-2yjn + y?-1
It is assumed that the boundary and initial conditions are known. These are given in eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. The system of equations summarized above, consisting of eqs. (2.2), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) with the auxiliary equations (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), completely describe the motion of the cable.
The computational procedure, as developed in detail in the remainder of this section, consists of an algorithm to determine the values Xy*+\ y"+1, xy*"1"*, yf( at time t = tn+l = tn + M and t -tn + JAZ) from known values xy", y/1, Xj, y1j~>i (at time t = t" and ¿n-i). It is convenient to divide this algorithm in two phases. The first phase involves the determination of a tentative (but consistent) set of tensions for all segments, and numerical integration of the equations of motion to predict the coordinates one step ahead; the second phase involves the evaluation of small discrepancies in the constraint equations from which a set of first-order corrections to the tensions can be obtained, and integration of the equations a second time to obtain accurate values of the coordinates. and the quantities x3n, y¡n, x*+l, yî+1, x?"4, y"**1 (a total of (7s -6) quantities)
we use the system of equations (2.2), (2.6) and (3.3) , (3.4) , consisting of (7s -6) equations. However, since eqs. (2.6) are not linear but quadratic in the unknowns xy and 2/y, an explicit solution is impractical to obtain. For this reason a computation algorithm based on the Newton-Raphson method of successive approximations is developed. A detailed discussion of the computational procedure used in this problem is given in the sections which follow. We observe that eq. (3.2) involves positions, velocities, and accelerations. As is often the case with finite-difference procedures, it proves to be convenient to compute positions and accelerations at the mesh points while velocities are found at the midpoints in time. For this reason we shall use a modified form obtained by evaluating eq. (3.2) at t = t" and at Z = ZB_l, and then adding the two results together, namely, (Xy" -Xy"_0 (¿y" -xjU) + (t/y" -VU) it* ~ tU) -F,"-,.5 GU* I K-** EU., -FU.,.
? >-«■>. where *;_, = eU tU -fU tU + GU1 tu1 + HU + HU
In general, we can write (for j = 1, 2, • • • s) (3.9) EU TU -PU TU + GU TU + * U = 0 with the conditions: El, = GU = 0 for ail n. Also, Po" , Q0n , fio" , So" , and P," , Q," , R,n, S,n = 0 for all n; and r/o" = (AZ)V and U." = (AZ)2x,n for ail n, Von = (AZ)V and V," = (Aí)V for ail n.
The matrix of coefficients of the system of equations is a triple diagonal one, and it can be easily reduced to a single linear equation by elimination. Thus, we solve eq. (3.9) for TU . Starting withj = 1, we evaluate aU and ßU recursively up to j = s -1. We then find tô.t from the last equation of the system. In order to solve eqs. (3.5) numerically, we replace xy" and yf by their simplest central-difference approximations, eq. (3.4), namely, */ = (^+1 -2xy" + xrV(AZ)2 tin = ivl+1 -2y? + yrl)/i*t)\ Now we solve for x" +1 and y]+l, considering these as tentative values subject to a slight modification in order to satisfy a system of constraints. Thus we write x;+1 = 2xyB -X?-1 -P*tu + R*tu + up tri = 2yr -yU -Qrtu + srtu + Vf .
The quantities Pj", Qy", fiy", Sj", Uj" and Fy" are the same as were used to set up the coefficient matrix for the tensions, and the values for tU and tU are obtained from (3.11).
D. Determination
of Improved Values of Tensions. Next, we determine the set of corrections 6TU to be applied to the tensions TU m order that the values of x"+1 and y"+l should also satisfy the inextensibility condition (2.6). For this purpose we define the function (3.16) Otf * hlix?+l -x?_+i1)2 + iy?+l -ytf)2 -£_,]
which measures the discrepancy in the distance between the extrapolated positions of pairs of adjacent stations. We observe from eqs. (3.15)-with the tildes suppressed-that x"+1 and y"+l are functions of the tensions. Consequently, Q$-} may also be expressed as a function of the tensions. This enables us to write the system of constraints to which the tensions are subject as follows: with the conditions: Êôt1 = oílíj1 = 0 for all n, and the quantities P?, Q?, fi," and S" being the same as in (3.7).
The system (3.20) can be solved in a manner completely analogous to the solution of the system (3.8). Thus, we write 
F. Special Form of Equations for Computing First Time
Step. We assume that the initial velocity components are zero at each station, and we obtain the initial coordinates from the equations for static equilibrium of the fine. Since xy°a nd yf = 0, eq. (3.2) reduces to (3.29) (Xy° -Xy_x)(Xy° -Xy_x) + (<// " yU)iti ~ tU) = 0 and, on substituting the expressions (3.5), we find that the tensions are subject to the constraint .(3.30) £y-j fy-, -Fy_, fy_j + (fj-i t*m + tfy-, = 0.
Comparing this with eq. (3.9), we see that The system of equations (3.8) 4. Analysis of Numerical Stability. In order to obtain a valid solution of the system of partial differential equations governing the generalized motion of a cable, it is necessary to insure the stability (in the sense discussed in [2], [3] , [4] ) of the equivalent finite-difference system (2.2), (2.6), (3.3) , (3.4) . In this section we will derive the criteria for stability of this system of equations. We will also show that whereas the system of finite-difference equations (2.2), (2.6), (3.3) , (3.4) is stable for sufficiently small time intervals AZ, the system (2.2), (3.2), (3.3) , (3.4) is always unstable. This characteristic of the latter system has led to the abandonment of this simpler set of equations in favor of the more difficult nonlinear svstem (2.2), (2.6), (3.3) , (3.4) .
In order to determine the stability of a system of finite-difference equations, we study the growth of a small disturbance or perturbation.
The conditions for stability are said to be satisfied if the amplitude of a small disturbance, introduced at any time, t, in any of the dependent variables, does not increase exponentially with successive time steps. This condition may be stated as follows: If 5F(s, t) and á/7(s, t -\-AZ) are values of a variation (or perturbation) in any of the dependent variables x, y, T in the system, then it is said to be stable provided | SFis, t + At)/ôFis, <) | á 1. We introduce perturbations 5x, Sy, ST in the dependent variables x, y, T, respectively. To simplify the stability investigation, we shall omit the terms pertaining to the suspended weights as well as all terms involving virtual inertia. From eqs. (2.2), (2.6), (3.3) , and (3.4) wè obtain the following variational system of equations: We will assume in this analysis that within a small region in the is, Z) plane the coefficients (7'yn, cos 0y", Z>y", etc.) of the variational functions vary only slightly and hence may be treated as constants. We will denote these simply by T, cos 0, D, etc., omitting the indices. A solution of the system of equations (4.1) can then be obtained in the form and where X = ea4', 5 -(X -2 + X"1).
Multiplying the elements of the determinant and simplifying, we obtain Now, comparing the first and second terms of the coefficient of X, we find that the second term is negligibly small provided 2pAZ « I, i.e., the tangential distance traversed by the cable in one time step is very small compared with the length of the cable segment. Since this is usually the case and, at any rate, can always be satisfied by taking the time step sufficiently small, we will omit this term from our subsequent analysis. For the case of negligible drag, i.e.,/ = 0, approximately, we obtain from eq. These conditions (4.8) are both necessary and sufficient to insure stability, t We will now show that the replacement of eq. (2.6) by its differentiated form (3. 2) results in an unstable system; and that, furthermore, the use of any time interval AZ, no matter how small, does not change the unstable character of the equations. It will suffice to show that this condition exists in the case when the drag is negligible, i.e.,/ = 0. The variational equation corresponding to eq. (3.2) is, ix, -Xy_j)(«Xy -OXy_0 + (Xj -Xy_i)(«Xy -ÔXj-i) + 2(¿y -Xy_,)(ÔXy -ÔXy_i) 4" (j/y -yj-l)(9gi -ífo-l) 4-(ti -9i-i)(*yi -tyy-i) 4-2(£y -tj-i)iSyj -to/y-O = 0.
Substituting appropriate values for Sx and Sy and neglecting terms containing /, we find that the determinant equation (4.2) In this case the characteristic equation is a quartic, and it is necessary that the absolute values of all four roots be á 1 to insure the numerical stability of the system. Thus, we must examine the roots of both factors of eq. It can be shown that eq. (4.12) is equivalent to the criterion (4.6) which can f When the terms for the virtual inertia and suspended weights are included in the stability analysis, it is found that the quantity m in eq. (4.8) should be replaced by the expression m + m* + e + /»(V^in«» + Vy cos1«). be satisfied provided
AZ á ml
However, the pair of roots associated with the second factor of (4.11) cannot satisfy the stability condition for any finite AZ because eq. (4.13) requires that t = [(Xy -Xy_x)2 4-itj -yj-rfyUf/l2, an inherently positive quantity. This conclusion follows as a result of the definition t = X -2 4-X-1. If X3 is a root of equation (4.13), then X4 = 1/X3 is also a root of this equation. As before it follows that for stability | X3 | ^ 1 and | X4 ] = | 1/X3 | á 1. Hence, | X31 = | X4 | = 1. Let X3 = cos y + i sin y, X4 = cos y -i sin y -1/Xj ; then t = 2(cos7 -1), or -4 á f û 0. Thus, to satisfy the stability requirement £ must lie between 0 and -4, and consequently can never be positive.
5. Numerical Results. A number of solutions were carried out with the anchor end of the line fixed and with the surface end forced to follow the motion of trochoidal waves of varying amplitudes and periods. Several typical solutions are reproduced here for the information of the reader. In Figures 3 and 4 , plots are given of the maximum tension attained along the cable as a function of time for wave heights of 6 feet and periods of 12.5 seconds and 5 seconds, respectively. The periods of the variation in maximum tension correspond to the periods of the forced vibration, as expected. The maximum tension, however, increases in magnitude from 33,250 lbs in the case of waves of 12.5 sec period to 49,500 lbs when the period is 5 seconds. In Figure 5 , the maximum tension attained for wave heights of 9 ft and a period of 7.5 seconds is plotted. The maximum tension is approximately 60,000 lbs as compared with 38,500 lbs for the case of 6-ft waves with the same period. As an experiment to aid in understanding the effect of the drag on the motion of the cable, one case was carried out with zero drag (i.e., motion in vacuum). A very interesting motion pattern was obtained which does not possess a periodic character. The resulting maximum tension is plotted in Figure 6 .
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